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Abstract - This paper demonstrates the capabilities of Geographic
Information System (GIS) methods for identifying populations which are
both exposed to Electromagnetic Fields (EMFs) and at risk of electrocution
because they live within the zone of potential risk around power lines in the
Benin region GIS buffering, overlay and address geo-coding were used to
generate a database consisting of both spatial and non-spatial information
from which it was possible to holistically visualize the areal extent of
population at risk. Potential risk areas were classified into zones of double
risk and single risk, and of the approximately 20 per cent of the built-up area
that was shown to be exposed to electromagnetic radiation, double-risk
zones accounted for 51 per cent of this and single-risk zones 49 per cent.
Also, the majority of exposed zones were found to be in high-density,
residential areas located in the periphery of the region. It is evident that our
GIS-assisted database will enhance future epidemiologic research and
serve as a framework for effective decision making.

Keywords - Geographic Information System, GIS, electromagnetic fields, buffer, overlay,
geocoding, epidemiology.

1. Introduction
Since last century there has been such a radical increase in the number of technological
applications that use electricity that the latter has become a fundamental component of
humans’ day-to-day activities. This has prompted a high demand for power and
consequently, a need for further improvement and diversification. Such development cannot
take place without its own challenges, the major and most disturbing one being the need for
effective distribution.
Basically, the demand for electricity is at its peak in the urban centers, which means that
control stations, substations and distribution sites must be located within built up areas.
Since substations need to be fed with electricity, high-voltage transmission lines are used to
carry power from the source of generation to the substations and, unfortunately, high-voltage
power lines emit different kinds of Electromagnetic Fields (EMFs).
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Even though it is often neglected in developing countries, the risk associated with residential
exposure to EMFs is actually a cause for major public concern. A substantial number of
studies in the field of epidemiology have found a link between EMFs and Alzheimer’s,
lymphoma, brain cancer, breast cancer, cardiovascular diseases and other blood disorders
(Copes & Barn, 2008; Lowenthal et al, 2007; Li et al, 2002; Lahijani et al, 2007; McNamee et
al, 2009), while other studies have indicated that there is an association between living near
overhead power lines and increases in childhood leukemia (Horton & Goldberg, 1995;
Malagoli et al, 2010; Dimbylow, 2005; NRC, 1999,1996; Kheifets & Shimkhada, 2005; Kavet
et al, 2004).
Such work has triggered much epidemiological research in a number of countries as well as
many laboratory experiments - all designed to explore whether or not there is a mechanism
that explains these observed associations. In the light of these experimental studies, the
possibility remains that intense and prolonged exposure to EMFs increases the risk of blood
disorders (Dimbylow, 2005; Portier & Wolfe, 1998).
Moreover, various national and international organizations have reported on the possible
health effects of exposure to EMFs and then formulated guidelines for establishing limits on
people’s exposure to EMFs (WHO, 2007; ICNIRP, 1998, 2002; IEEE, 2002). Such
guidelines are for the safety of workers and the general public in the face of EMFs and other
non-ionizing forms of radiation.
However, in epidemiological studies the measurement and assessment of exposure to EMFs
has often proved to be problematic in (Wartenberg et al, 1993), and this has motivated
researchers to develop various exposure-assessment methods. The most frequently cited
measure in the literature is residential proximity to high-voltage power transmission lines,
although others include wire codes (Greenland et al, 2000), 24-hour measurement of
magnetic fields (Bowman, 2000) and spot measurement of magnetic fields (Bottura et al,
2009).
In other words, the bulk of epidemiological studies have employed residential proximity to
high-voltage power lines for generating extract information that will enable exploration of the
association between EMFs exposure and health related problems. For instance, Tomenius
(1986) conducted a case-control study to investigate childhood tumors’ relationship with
EMFs exposure in Sweden to find that those living within 150 meters of a 200 KV electric
power transmission line were at excessive risk of contracting a cancer-related disease.
Moreover, Feychting and Ahlbom (1992) investigated residents living within 300 meters of a
power transmission line and found that there is an elevated risk. Verkasalo et al (1993)
searched within a distance of 500 meters and found an elevated risk of leukemia and
cancers, and Wartenberg et al (1993) used a 100-meter buffer to identify and characterize
the population at risk in New Jersey.
Recently, British and Australian epidemiological researchers generated a unique database to
investigate the increasing risk of cancers associated with residence at a distance of less
than 300 meters (Science for Environment Policy, 2007) . This database comprises such
information as the life time addresses of all patients in Tasmania who were diagnosed with
cancers between 1972 and 1980, along with their ages, which ranged from 0 to 94 years.
Empirical findings suggest that those who lived within 300 meters of an overhead power line
up to the age of five were five times more likely to develop adult leukemia and lymphoma.
Moreover, those who did the same at any point during their first 15 years were three times
more likely to develop such cancers. It was also discovered that those who had at any time
resided within 50 meters of a high-voltage power line were twice as much at risk as those
who had never lived within 300 meters of one. In short, for every year lived within 50 meters
of a power transmission line, there is a 7% increased risk of contracting one of the studied
cancers.
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Huss et al., (2009) actually conducted a large study of the entire Swiss population. They
found that persons who lived within 50 meters of a 220-338 KV power line were more at risk
of dying from Alzheimer’s disease compared with persons who resided further away. This
risk increased with increasing duration of residence within the 50 meters corridor, and it
decreased with increasing distance away, and a similar pattern was observed for senile
dementia.
Finally, residing in close proximity to power transmission lines can lead to electrocution when high-voltage electricity is exposed to the human body it can cause instant death.
Recently in Port Harcourt Nigeria, about 30 people living and trading close to a 330 KV highvoltage power line were electrocuted to death as a result of a snapped cable near theTransAmadi industrial estate (Daily Trust News, 2010). Indeed, in many Nigerian cities,
particularly the Benin region, the risk of living close to a power transmission line has been
underestimated and overlooked.
In Benin City there has been an expansion of urban activities and to cope with this rapid
population growth residential buildings have been springing up sporadically around the
metropolitan periphery, especially where developmental activities have been concentrated.
Also, illegal land subdivision and plot allocation, which permanently distorts the master plan
for the city, has led to encroachment of residential houses onto the rights of way under the
overhead transmission power lines (Figure 1). Such developmental activities have occurred
without adequate care and concern for the safety of the public.

Figure 1 – Residential houses built within the right of way of overhead, high-voltage power
lines.
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There is limited literature on this topic in Nigeria generally and in the Benin metropolitan
region in particular. This can be traced to the stark reality that researchers, especially in the
field of epidemiology, lack a unified platform on which to develop an empirical methodology
for a reliable study. The latter involves identification and characterization of exposed
populations of sufficient size for epidemiologic cohort studies to be carried out, but the most
difficult, costly and time-consuming aspect of epidemiological studies is obtaining accurate
and systematically synthesized exposure information.
Yet a Geographic Information System (GIS) can be used to estimate exposures of
individuals in cross-sectional, case-control and cohort studies (Vine et al, 1997). In fact, GIS
has opened up a new frontier for epidemiologists to study the association between
environmental exposures and the spatial distribution of diseases. Not only does it have the
ability to generate exposure information, but it can also compare such information with
disease rates across regions at the group level.
GIS is often defined from the perspective of its functional capabilities (Clarke et al, 1996) - a
tool that can bring together the elements necessary for problem solving and analysis. It is a
complex and powerful state-of-the-art technology beginning with automated modeling of
landscapes captured by cameras, digitizers or scanners. In advanced cases such models
can be transmitted by satellite, and with the aid of computer systems they can be
manipulated, enhanced, analyzed, displayed and stored as data referenced to the earth
(Nkeki, 2010).
According to Antenucci, et al (1991), GIS links non-graphic attributes, or geographicallyreferenced data with graphic map features, and this facilitates a wide range of information
processing and display operations as well as map production, analysis and modeling. The
result is that the use of GIS for conducting integrated analyses of environmental health risk
factors and epidemiological patterns is wide spread and relatively well-documented (Briggs
& Elliot, 1995; Glass, et al, 1995; Waller, 1996),.
However, few studies have actually used GIS technology to model and identify population
that is exposed to electrocution and electromagnetic radiation, and so the substantive
objective of this paper is to develop a methodology and to demonstrate the capabilities of
GIS technology for identifying potential risk zones around power lines within the Benin
region.
This will serve as a vital source of information for planners and for public policy makers with
respect to risk assessment. More importantly, the information generated will be of immense
assistance to epidemiological researchers trying to build a cohort study for assessing the
health hazards associated with EMF exposure.

2. Study area
Benin City is an ‘extended metropolitan region’ located geographically in Edo State, Nigeria
between latitudes 6º 16 ' N to 6º 33' N and longitudes 5º 31' E to 5º 45' E. It covers an area of
over 801 km2 with an average elevation of about 78 meters above sea level. Initially, the
metropolitan region spread over three Local Government Areas (LGAs) - Oredo, Egor and
Ikpoba-Okha, but over the years the metropolis has contiguously spread into other
surrounding LGAs.
The Benin regional transmission station is located along Sapele Road in the southern part of
the city. This station is the headquarters and the regional control centre for the Benin zone of
the Power Holding Company of Nigeria (PHCN), and it transmits 330 KV and 132 KV to
different parts of the country, all carried by overhead transmission power lines that pass
through the peripheral part of the region.
From the Benin supply station, high-voltage lines radiate to Ikeja, Oshogbo, Okene,
Ajaokuta, Onitsha, Sapele and Ughelli (Figure 2). Underneath the 330 KV overhead
transmission power lines there is a band of 22.85 meters each side which serves as its
4
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official right of way, while 132 KV lines have a 13.71 meters each side. This distance was
based on the width of the power lines rather than distance from the transmission line from
where exposure to EMFs and electrocution is imminent.

Figure 2 - High-voltage power lines radiating from the Benin control station
Over the past 54 years (1952-2006) the Benin region has witnessed a tremendous increase
of over 1,919.7 percentage growth in its population (Nkeki, 2010) and such enormous
population increases have triggered rapid territorial expansion. The consequence is
encroachment of residential and commercial buildings into any available open space,
including the rights of way of the overhead transmission power lines. The fact that there is
no proper regulation to limit this activity has further aggravated the situation.
At the 60-Hz frequency used in most transmission lines electromagnetic fields occur
independently of one another as electric and magnetic fields, and both are created by
electric charges. Electric fields exist when these charges are not in transit, whereas
magnetic fields are created whenever the electric charges are in transit. The strength of
both electric and magnetic fields drops off gradually with distance from the power source,
and as shown by previous studies, 330 KV transmission power lines create an exposure
fields at distances of about 100 and 300 meters on both sides while 132 KV lines produce
exposure fields of about 30 and 90 meters at both sides. The Benin transmission station
comprises nine independent power lines emanating from the station, and out of these, seven
lines carry 330 KV and two lines carry 132 KV (Figure 2).
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3. Methodology
Our overall GIS method is summarized in Figure 3, and it is subdivided into four sections –
1. data input,
2. data manipulation,
3. database creation and
4. decision making.

Figure 3 - GIS methodological flow chart for the assessment of EMF exposure
The basic data used here are the metropolitan-wide coverage of high-voltage power
transmission lines, a land use map of the region, a street map depicting the trunk roads and
major streets and a satellite image showing the spatial distribution of the power transmission
lines.
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The citywide distribution of the transmission lines and the street map were collected from the
Edo State Bureau of Lands and Survey, and the land use map, which was updated to 2011,
was downloaded from the Google Maps website. Both were retrieved in raster format and
subsequently converted to vector within the GIS environment. The satellite image of the
area was retrieved from the 2011 Google satellite database with the aid of Google Earth
software version 6.0.3 and it served as an essential tool for visualization, update and georeferencing.
The citywide distribution of high-voltage power lines was entered in raster format into the
ArcMap/ArcInfo environment of the ESRI ArcGIS 9.3 system. Lines were digitized into point
and line attributes and this was treated as a separate GIS layer. In this layer, the digitized
transmission power lines were buffered and a 300-meter buffer area was chosen on each
side of the power lines, and then a 100-meter buffer zone on each side was identified within
the 300-meter buffer (Figure 4). The resulting layer was stored in vector format within a GIS
database with the file name of “PHCN power line layer”.

Figure 4 - Buffered PHCN high-voltage power transmission lines
The land use map of the region depicts the intensity and extent of land use and land cover,
and includes the core region (encircled by the moats and walls) as well as the Ring Road
axis. This was digitized into polygons using the geo-processing ability of ArcMap/ArcInfo.,
and then it was saved in the database as a separate vector layer with the name of “land use
polygon layer” (Figure 5).
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Figure 5 - Land use and land cover in the Benin metropolitan area
Similarly, the street map in raster format was transformed into a vector layer through the
digitalization process. Trunk roads, rivers and streets were converted to polyline attributes
(Figure 6). The street network and area addresses, especially those within 350 meters
radius of the power transmission lines, were geo-coded with the street names. Such street
matching is essential for easy and quick querying of location information. Note that these
maps, in GIS format, were reproduced at the same scale so that they could be used for
further analysis.
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Figure 6 - Road and river network of Benin region
The buffered PHCN power line layer was then overlaid with the land use polygon layer and
the manipulated street map layer and topological overlay analysis of the GIS layers was
performed using spatial intersect, spatial erase and spatial union. The result was a new
layer that was stored as the “exposure-detection map layer” (Figure 7).
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Figure 7 - map of exposure to EMF in the Benin metropolitan region
From this new map, it was possible to detect and extract zones that are exposed to EMFs.
The land use/land cover map was classified as a contiguous built-up area, or a zone of
population concentration comprising places of residence and places of work, and areas that
fell within the 300-meter buffer were classified as potential risk zones. This buffer zone was
then divided into two zones –
1. the 100-meter buffer which is referred to as the double-risk zone due to its exposure
to radiation, electrocution and power line collapse, and
2. the 300-meter buffer zone which is referred to as the single-risk zone due to its lesser
exposure to EMFs and zero per cent chance of electrocution
and these are mapped in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 - Potential risk zones in terms of EMFs exposure
After the exposed zones had been identified and extracted, a comprehensive personal field
count was carried out. This involved recording the number of occupied residences, and the
population living within the identified risk zones. The street and areal address geocoding
process made it possible to query the name of areas and the streets that fall within exposed
zones. In this paper, an occupied residence was defined as a housing unit that is used for
residential or work purposes or a combination of residence and work place, and it was
necessary to embark on a comprehensive field count of exposed residences and population
because the available National Census data was based only upon Local Government Areas
(Counties).

4. Results
The product of this study was a comprehensive, GIS-assisted, epidemiological database of
the Benin region, and Figure 8 above reveals that approximately 20 per cent of the built-up
area of the region is exposed to electromagnetic radiation - 51% of this at the double-risk
level and 49% at the single-risk level.
Figures 9-14 show the 3D satellite images of the most populated areas along the exposed
paths, and for a quick and unimpeded visualization of the extent of exposure, the 100-meter
buffer (double risk zone) and the 300-meter buffer (single risk zone) polygons were overlaid
on the satellite image.
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Figure 9 - Potential risk zone of EMFs exposure along the control station axis
Figure 9 depicts the potential risk zone of EMFs exposure at the PHCN control station axis.
This zone extends from Sapele Road (near Dumez junction), crosses Upper Sakponba Road
(by Usunobun Street) down to Saint Savior Road. It is mostly a residential area and the
density gradually reduces with increasing distance from the PHCN control station. The
major streets that fall within this exposed zone are shown on the attribute table of Figure 9.
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Figure 10 - Potential risk zone of EMFs exposure along the Evboriaria axis
The potential risk zone along the Evboriaria axis extends southwards from the control station
towards the Sapele Road section of the Benin by-pass. It is a high-density residential area
mixed with a series of manufacturing activities. This result shows that the greater part of the
Evboriaria industrial estate is exposed to risk from EMFs, and the attribute table of the
exposed area by major streets, along with its spatial extent, can be visualized from Figure
10.
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Figure 11 - Potential risk zone of EMFs exposure along the Etete axis
The Etete axis (G.R.A.) which is purely a residential area is prominent for having the largest
number of exposed streets (Figure 11). This high-density neighborhood is located at the
south-western part of the region, stretching from the control station, traversing Ugbor Road,
and then down to the Ogba Zoo at Airport Road.
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Figure 12 - Potential risk zone of EMFs exposure along the Ekenhuan-Evbotubu axis
Another high-density residential area characterized by a large number of exposed streets is
the Ekenhuan-Evbotubu axis. This zone is located in the western part of the region. It
stretches from Ekenhuan Road near Asoro Grammar School and crosses Evbotubu Road to
reach Aibangbee Street at Evbogida. The areas that are exposed along this axis are
presented in Figure 12 in graphic and non-graphic format.
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Figure 13 - Potential risk zone of EMFs exposure along the Ogida Barracks axis
Figure 13 reveals the major streets that fall within the double- and single-risk zones along
the Ogida Barracks axis. This area is located in the north-western part of the region and
extends from Teachers House at Ogida to Uwelu Road near the spare parts market. The
Ogida Barracks axis is a densely populated, residential area and it extends contiguously into
the Uwelu-Precious Palm Royal Hotel axis.
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Figure 14 - Potential risk zone of EMFs exposure along the Uwelu-Precious palm Royal
Hotel axis
Finally, the Uwelu-Precious Palm Royal Hotel axis is a moderately dense, residential zone
with only nine major streets exposed (Figure 14). It extends from the Uwelu spare parts
market and terminates behind the Precious Palm Royal hotel near the Nigerian Army School
of Supply and Transport at Isiohor.
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Other exposed areas revealed in Figure 8 whose satellite images are not shown in this
paper are the low-density residential zones. These include the Ikhueniro and Nigeria
National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) depot axis at Benin-Agbor Road in the southeast
sub-region of the study area; the Use and Okokugbo axis in the north-western part of the
region and the Uroba-Ute axis at Benin-Auchi Road in the north-eastern part of the study
region. It should be noted; however, that the majority of the potential risk zones are mostly
residential land use areas located in the high-density, peripheral sub-region of the study
area.
Table 1 summarizes the non-spatial data within the GIS-epidemiological database. The total
population exposed in the single-risk zone is 33,770, and in the double-risk zone 21,464
people are exposed to the risk of both electromagnetic radiation and electrocution. This
makes 55,234 people in total who are exposed to EMFs.
Zones

Residences

DRZ
SRZ
1.
Control station axis
710
807
2.
Evboriaria axis
306
450
3.
Etete axis
411
416
4.
Ekenhuan-Evbotubu axis
445
487
5.
Ogida barracks axis
362
520
6.
Uwelu-Precious palm hotel axis 210
342
7.
Ikhueniro axis
30
72
8.
NNPC depot axis
168
162
9.
Okokugbo axis
92
127
10.
Uroba Ute axis
104
141
Total
2838
3524
(DRZ = Double-risk zone;
SRZ = Single-risk zone)

People
DRZ
5498
2813
2007
3722
3258
1470
108
1008
582
998
21464

Total
SRZ
7109
4555
3808
3916
6680
3394
432
1134
755
1987
33770

12607
7368
5815
7638
9938
4864
540
2142
1337
2985
55234

Table 1 - The extent of the problem of exposure to electromagnetic radiation.
A total of 4,914 exposed residents live in high-density residential areas, 552 live in mediumdensity residential areas and 896 reside in low-density residential zones. The area with the
highest number of people living within the risk zones was found near the PHCN control
station in the control station axis, and it had a population of 12,607.

5. Conclusion
The reliability of our epidemiological investigations depends to a large extent on the
confidence that can be ascribed to the methodology adopted when gathering exposure
information. Hence any GIS-assisted, epidemiological database is a potentially viable
research tool because it makes some steps faster and easier and it also provides accurate
estimations of exposure information. Moreover, GIS techniques aid the selection of those
geographic regions which have unique characteristics, thereby accurately identifying eligible
study populations for possible inclusion within a cohort study.
Also, the capability of GIS technology to visualize and analyze spatial and non-spatial
information from diverse sources makes it a powerful platform for multilevel decision making,
and so greater credit should be given to its geo-visualization capabilities. They enable a
large volume of epidemiological data to be summarized into a map which, without doubt,
facilitates fast visual interpretation.
In summary, this study has shown that GIS can be used to model and calculate residential
proximity to exposed sources of EMFs through buffering, overlay and address geocoding.
The database so generated has potential for enabling a quick response to epidemiologic
disasters and it can help policy makers take informed decisions regarding the safety of the
general public.
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